The Bilge July 2021
Port Stephens Yacht Club
Ridgeway Ave, Soldiers Point 2317

Pacific Sunset East of Hawaii

Commodore’s Report
It must be winter – with either “no wind” or “gale warnings” impacting our sailing program, I
cannot recall so many races being either abandoned or so many yachts scoring a “DNF” in a
season.
Fortunately, our region has been spared the lockdowns of Greater Sydney, Central Coast and other
LGA’s, thanks to all members and visitors adopting the NSW Health guidelines when they visit the
club and to our volunteers for implementing and policing these guidelines.
I’ve had several meetings this month with Wendy Mountford and Donna Wilcock, joint PSYC Bar
Managers, and would like to extend a big thankyou to the members who have completed their
RSA course. At last count we now have twelve (12) bar volunteers which is very much appreciated
and spreads the workload of this vital aspect of our club.
I am now the Licensee/Manager for PSYC and all compliance requirements for NSW Liquor &
Gaming have been completed this month!
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On the social side dates for your calendar:
•
•
•

Friday 20th August – Rob, the owner of Two Bobs, & PSYC will present a “hearty meal & bread” function
at PSYC, brochure with details out shortly.
“Xmas in July” postponed to 3rd September 2021 due to uncertainty with Covid-19 restrictions.
PSYC 50th Anniversary Day celebrations Saturday 11th September 2021 – watch this space!

The Board, after reviewing the impacts of the higher costs of our leasing arrangements with Port Stephens
Council have approved an increased sailing & social membership fee. As a “not for profit” all we are covering is
our increased cost and maintaining a balanced budget in line with past years. Peta Oliver advises that invoices
will be issued in the first week of August for payment by 1st September.
In this month’s Bilge we have published some early club history from 1968 through to 1973, it’s our intention to
“fill in the gaps” in our history up to 2021, by interviewing flag officers, past Commodores & Life Members and
publish a club “history” prior to the PSYC 50th Anniversary Day celebrations. So, if you have any hidden gems or
anecdotes from PSYC, now’s the time to bring then forward, I’m happy to direct emails, letters or even
conversations to the committee compiling this history. Also if you would be interested in helping compile this
history please let us know!.
Michael Kirby - Commodore

Vice Commodore Report
Hello all and happy sailing. I said last month “what is happening with the weather! We are going for the most races
missed due to Gale Warnings” looking like we could set a record here! That aside, big things happening at the
moment are:
Time to get your thinking caps on for the Skippers Meeting looking like Tuesday 24th August at 6:00pm at the Club
followed by a Pizza delivery.
This is a chance to put your suggestions forward for setting the next season Programme. Some suggestions from
the last meeting were some more cruising opportunities, such as a fish and chip run to D’albora, Australia day to
Shoal Bay and an overnight at Broughton Island. Plus in talking to NCYC now have the offshore race details.
Always interested in new ideas and look forward to your input. This includes courses, NORs and SIs updates as well.
Hopefully you’re seeing the updated results now coming through with our introduction of TopYacht and automated
results publishing on the website. We just need less Gales to get more results!
Of note, we have now aligned the Race Programme and the financial year, so this will sort of be a big one on the
planning side and should simplify our Programme, Fees and compliance documents all at the same 1 Sep point each
year.
Happy sailing, stay away from the hard bits and see you out there on the water.
Rick Pacey – Vice Commodore.
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Membership Matters
In the coming week you will be sent an email for your annual membership renewal and there are some exciting
changes to the process.
•
•
•
•

Invoicing of fees and payment options
Due date for fees
How to keep your own membership records up-to-date and accurate
New membership prices

Invoicing of Fees
For the first time PSYC will be sending out invoices and receipts for membership fees.
Hence, I ask everyone to hold off paying your fees until you have received your invoice, as it will make the process
much smoother. The invoices will be emailed out in the first week of August and are due by 1st September 2021, so
you will be fully paid up by the commencement of the Spring Season. Renewed members will be able to collect their
2021-22 membership cards from the bar after 1st September 2021.
PSYC is now utilising revSPORT, the Australian Sailing database and membership management platform. With this
system, the Club is better able to track memberships and payments. You may have recently noticed that the look of
Club emails has changed and they look great. These are all being sent via revSPORT.
With revSPORT you will now be able to pay your membership fees by credit or debit card online. Online card
payments will be automatically receipted too. As with most online card payment systems a processing fee is
charged. While your invoice will be for a set amount, once you click through to the payment page, the displayed
amount will be higher. It will include both the processing fee as well as the membership fees. The processing fee is
approximately $1.60 plus 2%. EFT payments remain unchanged and the details will be on the invoice, however the
receipt may take a week or so to come through.

Updating Your Details
All membership data has been transferred from spreadsheets (old system) to the revSPORT database (thank you to
Dieter and Dallas who did the bulk of the data entry over the last couple of years). However, there were details
missing from the old Club records and some data are no longer current. Plus a next of kin contact is listed in case of
emergency. An advantage of revSPORT is that it enables you to update your own records so it is worth checking that
yours are current.
To do this, log in via the Australian Sailing MySailor page (click here). You will need your username (not your email
address) and password. These were sent out when members were first entered onto the database system.
If you no longer have your username and password then email me at director1@psyc.com.au so I can assist you.
It is important to keep your records up-to-date as this is what will be used in an emergency.

New Membership Fees
This year the Board decided to extend the membership year by 2 months (bonus 2 months free membership!) to the
end of August 2021, bringing the membership year into alignment with the commencement of the Spring racing
season.
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Since PSYC has signed the new lease with the council, there is a significant increase in rent. To maintain financial
security for the longevity of the Club, the Board decided to increase the membership fees as follows:
Yacht Owner
Crew
Country
Non-Racing Member (NRM)
Youth (18-25 with valid student card)
Junior (under 18 years)
Social

$300
$225
$130
$110
$110
$20
$20

The Board has tried to set a balance between increasing costs and growing the membership. Hence some fees have
increased whiles others remain unchanged.
Recently the Club volunteers have made a marvellous effort to increase social activities and many more are planned
for the coming year - SheSails activities, 50th Anniversary Celebrations, cruising events and perhaps even another
wine tasting or trivia night.
With such a fun year ahead we hope you choose to renew your membership with PSYC again this year.

Volunteers Wanted
Seeking volunteers to assist with

•
•
•
•
•
•

T-SHIRT ORDERS
ADMIN TASKS USING MS WORD AND EXCEL
RESEARCHING AND COMPILING CLUB HISTORY
COVID MARSHAL DUTIES
SEWING TASKS
SAFETY AUDITORS

If anyone would like to contribute even in a small way please email
director1@psyc.com.au
NEXT WORKING BEE - SUNDAY 29 AUGUST

If you would like to see your contributions in a future Bilge newsletter
please email them to gringo@virtual.net.au by 20 th of the month. If you
put it into a Word document an attach the document to an email that
would save me time and make it much easier to pull into the newsletter
- Ed
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Captains Corner
Hi All – Like a Saturday wind – it’s a big one!!
Equipment Audits
‘Tis Equipment Audit season!! Due September!!! If the club (i.e. me) hasn’t received a copy that is signed by Auditor
AND the Skipper AND has all the appropriate boxes initialled AND any outstanding items SIGNED OFF and it’s AFTER
1 September, the race committee WON’T be scoring your boat in any races. So engage your favourite auditor and
please, please make it easy for him by being prepared and have it all out ready to be inspected. And by all, I don’t
mean all six beers – I mean all the gear mentioned in the audit as well…..!! – Refer PSYC SI’s 5.1
Don’t forget your insurance either. The Club needs to have a copy of a current insurance policy (N.B. nothing to do
with 1 September – it needs to be current whatever time of the year) to fulfil it’s risk obligations. The minimum
information needed is the Insurer name, the policy number, the dates the policy is current and the entry mentioning
the Third Party cover. Most insurers have all this info on the one page, so that will suffice. Oh and a copy is as simple
as taking a photo and sending it in, though I prefer a nice scan (‘cos it looks pretty!!) As above – if the club doesn’t
have this information, then you won’t appear in any race!! – Refer PSYC SI’s 32.1
Scoring
If, like me, you have a short, medium and mostly long term memory problem, you’ll visit your NOR’s and SI’s from
time to time. If you do, you may have noticed an addendum to the SI’s which mentions something about an obscure
rule called Appendix A 5.3. What does that mean? Well before that we were racing to rule Appendix A5.2, which
says: ‘A boat that did not start, did not sail the course, did not finish, retired or was disqualified shall be scored
points for the finishing place one more than the number of boats entered in the series.’ My – that’s a big score!
So we decided that Appendix A5.3 was kinder to those that made the effort to get out to the start line: ‘…rule A5.2 is
changed so that a boat that came to the starting area but did not start, did not sail the course, did not finish, retired
or was disqualified shall be scored points for the finishing place one more than the number of boats that came to the
starting area, and a boat that did not come to the starting area shall be scored points for the finishing place one
more than the number of boats entered in the series.’ I’m sure you’ll agree that is a fairer result. Please note that you
actually have to come to the starting area, though!!
Training.
COVID has raised its ugly head again, so we’ve decided to ‘go slow’ on the training. This will likely affect our Diesel
course planned for August as the presenter will be stuck in Sydney. Look out for further news on that as the
situation progresses. Could be a long one!

Christmas in July Function - New Date
The new date is proposed as Friday 3rd September. We are hoping to run it at 18.00
(6.00pm) until, perhaps, 22.00 (10.00pm).
More to follow! Steve Plante
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MEET THE MEMBER
A new section initiated by Robin Foley
As a newcomer to PSYC, I found it somewhat challenging to meet and get to know some of the other members.
Sailors can be a pretty closed group, albeit friendly when approached with a smile! Crewing on three different
yachts has enabled me to meet some fellow members, but, due to Covid restrictions, the ability to chat with others
at the Club has been limited. For this reason, I thought that I would volunteer an article in each issue of The Bilge,
based on a member of the Club so that others, like myself, could learn a bit more about their fellow members. This
issue introduces none other than our illustrious leader,

The Commodore!
MICHAEL KIRBY. “She’s The One”.
Michael Kirby is the owner of SV “She’s the One” (STO) a Northshore NSX 38 hull number
13 and the last NSX 38 ever made. He has owned the boat since May 1997, which was
purchased new from the Sydney Yachting Centre. Michael has been sailing both inshore
and offshore for the past 35 years, mainly out of Port Hacking NSW and since December
2006 in Port Stephens. He has competed in every Sail Port Stephens regatta and even the
initial Reggae Regatta before it changed it’s name to Sail Port Stephens. He has been a
member of PSYC for 10+ years on and off as work commitments allowed, and has been a director for over 2 1/2
years. He became Commodore of the Club in November 2020.
Michael first started sailing when he was thirty years old. Prior to that, he had been an avid surfer from the age of
sixteen, but when two daughters came along, he realised that surfing was not going to fit, and with some money left
over from building their house in Sydney, his wife “let” him purchase a trailer sailor to get started!
His first sailing vessel was a Cherry 16 trailable, purchased second hand in Sydney, and he has owned sailboats from
16’ to 38’ over the course of the past 35 years. He says that “She’s The One” is now ‘his one and only’!
Michael has been married for 42 years to Dianne and has two daughters – none of the ladies in his family sail; this is
possibly due to an incident a number of years back where he, with some friends and his family, sailed back from an
afternoon at Jimmy’s Beach, decided to put up the spinnaker without the mainsail and laid the boat flat when the
wind picked up. To make matters worse, it happened right off Nelson Head in front of the Marine Rescue Station! His
two grandsons are very supportive of his sailing prowess, with the eldest, 6 year old grandson Riley, giving his
grandfather #1 with a thumbs up!
Michael’s most memorable sailing occasion was participating in “The Flinders Island Race”. As he tells it: “The “old
salts” from Port Hacking Ocean Yacht club had hero status; the club race to Flinders Island involved turning right at
Port Hacking and sailing to Flinders Island (near Port Kembla). These sailors would talk of big north-east breezes
followed by a summer “southerly buster”.
Many famous Port Hacking yachts had won this race, but for me, the most memorable was “She’s The One” winning
that race around 1999 and joining the legends.”
A rather more negative memorable moment was in 2009, whilst competing in Sail Port Stephens, when a crew
member was helming whilst rounding Middle Island to the west. They hit the reef, bounced along twice, but kept
sailing after determining that they had pushed the keel up into the yacht slightly. Taking on about a litre of water an
hour, they finished the race but “She’s The One” ended up requiring massive repairs at Noakes Boatyard in Nelson
Bay. Fortunately, thanks to excellent insurance with Club Marine, only the excess was payable and today, according
to Michael, “She’s The One” is a much stronger yacht.
When asked the question “When does one become too old to race” Michael laughed and replied that it would
probably be when one could no longer safely board a vessel without a struggle and assistance! Having said that, he
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indicated that while “She’s The One” is presently on a swing mooring, at some point in the future it may be time to
think about a pen so he can keep sailing!
When Michael is not sailing, he’s the principal at Century 21 Real Estate in Nelson Bay. A complete 180 degree turn
from his previous corporate life in Sydney (he has a background in mechanical engineering and managed his own and
several other companies over the years), he and his wife made the decision to come to the Bay permanently about
15 years ago. Michael’s daughter, Samantha works at the agency with him and ideally he’d like to hand over the
reins so that he can sail more often!
As Commodore, Michael has yet to actually ‘meet’ all the Club members but is hoping to do so as time progresses.
He is working towards balancing his role as Commodore and skipper. He found the first 6 months “managing
change” within the Club to be extremely challenging but has seen progress over the past three months with an
expanding team of volunteers stepping up to ensure PSYC’s success into the future.
Michael sees the Club’s ageing membership as it’s single biggest challenge; people have joined the Club through the
years, become involved through volunteering, joining the board, etc. and then retired but still remained social
members. Through some chats with older members, it was discovered that many of the functions and events
(particularly the social aspects) that used to happen some 15 years ago, have gradually disappeared for various
reasons. Ideally Michael would like to see some of these social events brought back to the Club, not only for
members but for the community in general (with a view to increasing social membership). Stay tuned for some
exciting news to come!
When asked. “If you were shipwrecked on a deserted island with plenty of fresh water and food what two things
would you want to have with you?” He answered “A fishing rod and some matches!”
When asked. “What is something about you that you would like them to know?” He Said. “I am extremely safety
conscious with regards to my boat and my crew. I never put my boat in a situation where the boat or the crew is not
up to it. At the end of the day, it’s just sailing! In my role as Commodore, it’s important to have rules in the Club that
do not place our members in any dangerous environment. Even if it’s not popular, I believe it’s the smart thing to
do.”
If you are a new member to the Club, why not introduce yourself to Michael? He’s a pretty nice guy to chat with!

Self Certification of Inflatable Life Jackets
Written by John Coonerty. Equipment Auditor
Notes Taken from a safety lecture.
1. Jackets need to be inflated manually and left for at least two hours (preferable overnight) to
check that there are no leaks
2. Cylinder must be removed and checked for corrosion, damage to the firing point and
weighed to ensure that it remains at the weight (plus and minus 2 grams) that is engraved
on its side (kitchen scales are good for this). If any of these faults exist it must be replaced
3. For jackets with automatic inflation when immersed in water, the water sensing cartridge
(black plastic fitting located at bottom of cylinder) has a use by date, if expired it must be
replaced, it just screws off
4. Replacement parts for these types of jackets can be purchased from Whitworths and/or BCF
5. Make sure you record the date of self-certification so you don’t get stung and fined at any
random inspection by Water Police or Maritime Authority, must be done annually.
Most manufacturers have instructions for self certification of life jackets online (-Ed)
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Life Member Turns Eighty

Who knows the young man, bow tie and all????

Wow is that cake
really a cake?

The Kids don’t think so.

Allen’s Birthday party was celebrated at the
Club house. Many guests were able to
attend despite the Virus restrictions.
Allen; having just sold his Hood 23 Yacht
Rival is still on the water elsewhere crewing
in Veteran sculling events. Many happy
returns Allen.
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The Starters Caravan.
Following the article in the June Bilge, I inspected the van in company with Bill Haskell and we pulled away
some of the rotted and water stained lining to reveal the real damage. In addition, the general exterior of
the van needed maintenance and repairs. After discussion with my crew from “Solanda”, we volunteered
to carry out the work.
Like any renovation or repair it is not until you discover what is behind
the wall or under the floor as to the extent of repair that is needed.
Work commenced on the 5th July with sealing of all external joints,
removal of lining, extraction of all internal rotted frames, (which
revealed the extent of water penetration). Crew member, Barry
Kalousek, concentrated on the external sealing and painting of the van.
Crew, Doug Wheen took on the job of external repairs and assisted the
skipper in the repairs and sealing of the inside as well as preparation
for a degree of update to internal features to be consistent with
current use.

In order to make good after removal of all rotted timber and
rusted screws/nails, replacement timber was inserted with
builders bog after sealing all joints and holes with Sikaflex 221
heavy adhesive/sealant. It was necessary to strengthen the roof
beams where rotted on the ends. The external roof edging was
repaired and part replaced and all resealed.
By week ended of 9th July, a majority of the above work was in
place. The heavy rain that followed was a good test and Bill
confirmed there were no obvious leaks.

Work continues with removal of sink, new bench top for flags, further
patching of internal holes and make good, (a lot of fiddly bits.) The
next main work is the installation of the wall and ceiling lining which
should complete the repairs and renovation as well as a bit of tidying
up. Sign writing for the van will be the final stage.

Further consideration will be given to a bench seat at the rear of the van, a
240volt internal connection from the generator and possible solar panel on the
roof to maintain charge to the battery.

Peter Ballard. (Up the ladder) Skipper “Solanda”
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Holidays away from Covid 19 AND the cold
By Jenn Hills
My son Jack and I went to Darwin in the winter holidays, the perfect chance to
escape the rain and cold of NSW. We assumed we were also escaping
lockdowns and COVID, but walked into the first lockdown Darwin has ever had
since the start of COVID. We were planning on going on a sailing trip on a
friends 40ft Grainger on the Monday, so when we heard about the lockdown on
Sunday, we just jumped on board 5 minutes before lockdown started. We were
anchored in Fannie Bay for the night, watching the state of origin, then set sail
Monday morning as originally planned.
Monday we set sail to Baresand Island, staying there two days, then Tapa Bay
followed by Crab Claw Island, when lockdown was extended till the Friday. We
had no reception, easy cruising and Jack trawled and fished along the way. At
one point of trawling as we were sailing, Jack hooked onto a Spanish Mackeral
and to the amusement of the sailors, told them to
stop the boat. He lost his fish. He did manage to
catch a big Queen fish at Baresand and the skipper,
was finding it hard to watch his deck being splattered with blood. Jack learnt a
bit about sailing, I’m not sure he discovered a love of it just yet, but he adapted
well to life on a cruising boat. The sunsets in Darwin are an amazing sight to
behold, along with the stars, especially laying in our berths at night. The colour
of the water and the rugged coastline is also a nice change. Darwin has an
amazing lifestyle and a great sailing community. The markets, the Darwin Sailing
Club as our local and some great people made for a great holiday.
The following Friday, we took the cat through the lock to prepare for the
Darwin harbour race on Saturday. It was a multihull 2 lap race around the
harbour. We crossed the channel a few times, dodging big ships, a
sandbar with people partying on it and swimming, not afraid of crocodiles
in the slightest. The race took us 4 hours doing an average of 4 knots. The
guys who own The Lone Grainger, are multiple winners of the Darwin to
Ambon race on their old boat.
Jenn Hills New member to Port Stephens Yacht Club

Welcome to New Members
W.A. McKinnon – Crew
Anthony Care - Crew
Peter Campbell - Crew
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For those of you not yet familiar with SheSails, it’s a part of the Australian Sailing
organisation which is designed to recognise all the amazing female contributors
to our sport, and to encourage women of all ages to enjoy sailing through
organised activities at all local sailing clubs. At PSYC, we have three She Sails
reps, Peta Oliver, Cherylle Stone and Deb Wellwood, working hard to ensure that
we grow our club through increased female participation! The great news is that
in working to increase female membership and participation, we will benefit
Deb Wellwood
existing members, with strengthened club finances, and greater numbers of
keen and skilled crew available to support all boat owners in the PSYC racing program.
As with any membership drive, we need to first get people through the door of our club, and then get
them participating actively and regularly, whether it be on or off the water. We had a great start with our
Wine Down Friday event, which saw many new faces in the club. We now have the opportunity to try to
convert those guests, and other Port Stephens locals into active members, and we need your help! One of
the biggest barriers that new sailors face is getting boat time whilst their skills are not yet “race ready”. We
hope to change that ready for next season, with the introduction of Sunday “Soak Up” Sessions, open to
both male and female participants. The aim of these sessions would be to upskill our crew base in a
relaxed, supportive, non-racing environment. The proposed format would be:
1. Meet in the clubhouse for a coffee, and some sailing theory. Topics would change each session and
could align with upcoming race format or area of most needed skill improvement, e.g. tacking/
gybing, sail trim, foredeck work, racing tactics and rules and regs
2. Get out on the water to put into practice what we have just learnt
3. Back to the clubhouse for an informal debrief over drinks at the bar.
We aim to run these sessions up to twice a month in August and September but need the support of boat
owners and experienced crew to make this happen. We already have the very generous support of Elusive,
Gift Horse, Two Way Street and their respective skippers, but we ideally would like at least a couple of
additional boats to share the load. If you are able to help with any or all of these sessions (as either a boat
owner or experienced crew), please get in touch with Deb Wellwood (0400 193461, or
deb.wellwood@outlook.com).

We had a very successful 2020/2021 season getting more women out on the water with the first Women’s
Crew series. In the 2021/2022 season we would like to complement this by adding in a two race Women’s
Helm series! The first race will be on October 10th to celebrate the Women’s Steering the Course World
Wide Sailing Festival. We will promote the event in conjunction with the Bay Sailing Centre who will be
running a Try Sailing Day at Salamander Bay on Saturday 9th October. We are in the process of organising
social activities across the weekend so that it is a really fantastic time for all involved, so watch this space
for details! The second race of the series will be held in March to line up with International Women’s Day.
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As with the Sunday Soak Up Sessions, we will need the support of boat owners to make this series a
success, so expect a call from Deb over the coming days 😊. To help us promote this event, if any of you
have any photos from the Women’s Crew Series, we would love to share them in our website gallery and
promotional materials!
If any of our other wonderful female members would like to be involved with the organisation and
development of SheSails at PSYC, please get in touch with Deb. (0400 193461, or
deb.wellwood@outlook.com).
I’ll sign off this update with a link to the SheSails website. For those whom are interested, there are some
great resources available, including upcoming courses such as a Navigation webinar. Well worth a look!
https://www.shesails.org.au/home/.

Working Bee Sunday 11 July 2021
Many thanks to the following volunteers. Robin and Tad Foley, Judy and Steve Plante, Terry Wilkinson,
Craig Tucker, David Enderby and John Humphreys
Windows were washed inside and out, upstairs and downstairs. Unfortunately, the outside is coated in
salt again but for a few days the whole club was a lot brighter.
Some historical documents were sorted through but the big job was tackling was the kitchen upstairs. Judy
and her team did a fantastic job completing a complete clean out and reorganisation from top to bottom.
Lots of rubbish removed, floor mats scrubbed and with the clean windows it was sparkling even on a grey
day!
Thank you all for donating a few hours of your time on a Sunday.
The next working be is planned for Sunday 29 August to help prep the Club for the 50 th Anniversary!
If you are free that day and can lend a hand please email me at director1@psyc.com.au.
See you there!
Peta Oliver

During
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Seagull Droppings
DIDUNO by Rossco
DNC Did not start; did not come to the starting area
DNS Did not start (other than DNC and OCS)
OCS Did not start; on the course side of the starting line at her starting signal and failed to start, or broke
rule 30.1
ZFP 20% penalty under rule 30.2
UFD Disqualification under rule 30.3
BFD Disqualification under rule 30.4
SCP Scoring Penalty applied
NSC Did not sail the course
DNF Did not finish
RET Retired
DSQ Disqualification
DNE Disqualification that is not excludable
RDG Redress given
DPI Discretionary penalty imposed
So far I’ve scored: DNC, DNS, OCS, BFD, NSC, DNF, DSQ. What have you scored??

If you understand all that. Quit sailing and become a lawyer. (Ed.)

“GIFT HORSE”
The little 18ft Yacht “Gift Horse” was the only yacht in Division two to finish on Saturday 3rd July and the
only one in either division persistent enough to get around the course on Wednesday 14th July finishing ten
minutes before sundown cut off. Perhaps we should nobble them??
Gift Horse, optimistically Jockied by Andrew Parsons (Retired Dentist, hence the name) and Crewed by
Denis Hume, a Cathay Pacific Pilot, (if Covid permits) have astounded us all and deserve the following
attributes in Chris’s verse.

THE LIMERICK By Chris Bebb
Nine yachts started round the course
The sole finisher being Gift Horse.
With such vivacity and great tenacity
She’s a sprinter and stayer .of course.
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Dreaming of Port Stephens
O how I yearn to go sailing again on Port Stephens beautiful bays,
With breeze upon the back of my neck and the heat of the sun’s warm rays.
Sharing the day with fantastic crew as we battle against the fleet.
Then share tall tales around the bar, as other crews we meet.

But this winter has been a shocker, with winds that would break your heart,
The light winds won’t let you finish, and the gales won’t let you start!
Add rain and cold, and it makes you think, will enough boats turn up to race.
Or should I stay home, hot toddy in hand sat by the fireplace.

The wind turns up as famine or feast, with frustration, doubt or fear,
On seas of glass, through to breaking waves and sometimes breaking gear.
“That’s the last time,” we often think, cold, wet and didn’t finish,
But after the race when back in the bar, those thoughts they soon diminish.

We praise the skippers that do turn up and more so their valiant crew,
They’re out in all conditions, doing the best that they can do.
Their patience is abundant, some boosted by spirit, wine or beer
As they inch their way around the course, against wind and tide with cheer.

O how I pine for a gentle breeze, moderate or fresh would thrill.

Chris Bebb’s yacht JIA in irons

With sail reduced or ready to furl, strong winds would fit the bill.
Boat against boat and crew against crew, the fleet is under way,
How I dream of racing again on Port Stephens glorious bay.
Chris Bebb/John Grainger 22 July 2021
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Bradbury Revisited

By John Humphreys

It was a day that had everything. With a high probability of 10 – 20 mm of rain, following a morning of scattered
showers, five boats turned up for the start of the Wednesday Division 2 race
Three parts of the way through the incoming tide and with the southerly breeze dropping out, all boats started,
but soon ran out of wind on the way to the salamander mark. Yulunga and Solanda made good progress a little
off the wind, Gift Horse and Two Way Street sailed as high as was reasonably possible, while Jia tacked back
toward the shore to get out of the tidal flow.
At this point the breeze dropped out completely for about 30 minutes, and with our discussion centering around
the possibility of pulling out of the race, the breeze came back from the south west. Jia was stuck in by the shore
by this time and finding herself in the lee of the shore with no breeze and the last of the incoming tide,
withdrew from the race.
With fluctuating breezes, all four remaining boats arrived at the salamander mark pretty much together, and
then set off on a close reach to the wedding cake mark in what had changed to a south easterly breeze of 15
knots. We were sailing toward a heavy downpour and very soon lost sight of the mark and the land behind was
totally obscured by the rain. All that was visible in the heavy rain were the other three boats, so no alternative
but to follow the leader, Yulunga, hoping John knew where he was going.
When the squall cleared, all boats were still bunched for a port rounding of the mark before Gift Horse and
Yulunga went out to a lead over Solanda and Two Way Street heading to the finish line. As the breeze slowly
moved around to the south and then the south west, Two Way Street was on a close reach and overtook
Solanda and was making good ground on Yulunga and Gift Horse, but it appeared that the finishing line was too
close for anything but a third place for Two Way Street.
200 metres from the line the frontrunners had run out of wind and Two Way Street was still in good breeze but
fast approaching the hole. The tide had turned and was now starting to flow out, and Gift Horse and Yulunga
had chosen to go in close to Middle Island to take advantage of the whirlpool. Out of nowhere, the breeze
swung over the nose to a light north westerly, leaving the frontrunners in the lee of the island. Two Way Street
tacked out into the channel to take advantage of the shift in the breeze, overtaking Yulunga and keeping a close
eye on the shifting light breeze.
We had a light breeze that Gift Horse just did not have, but was still looking good ghosting toward the finish line.
Out of nowhere our own private light breeze went west enabling us to tack back toward the leader who,
without wind, halted in the tide just 10 metres short of the finish line.
With just enough drive from our private breeze, we were able to ghost past Gift Horse and over the line for a
very unexpected and satisfying win, somewhat reminiscent of Stephen Bradbury winning the Speed Skating
event at the 2002 winter Olympics.

Dates to Note

20 August – Hearty Meal and Bread social
1 September – Membership Fees due
1September – Boat Safety Audits due
3 September - Xmas in July in September!
11 September 50th Anniversary Celebrations
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The retreat of Rascal Too
By Paul Sinclair
Rascal Too is a custom designed Adams 42 centre cockpit yacht and this year, I and
my wife Bev, finally cleared the house renovations and prepared Rascal for our
inaugural trip north. The aim was to head off for about two months and get as far
north as comfortably possible with time spent exploring ports along the way. It has
not been a dream run.
On the 7th of June the house/cat sitters arrived, and we moved onto the boat. We
were just in time for 5 days of strong wind warnings and one day of gentle North
Easter. We sheltered in Fame Cove with 3 other boats all waiting to sail north.
Monday 14th 04:15 we departed Shoal Bay for Cape Howe Harbour (Tuncurry). We
had a decent breeze on the port beam, and we made good time at around 6 Kn.
On rounding Seal Rocks (one of our least favourite places) the wind piped to 25 Kn
so we continued with a reef in the genoa at 7 Kn until the wind dropped out. At
Tuncurry we moored on the pile mooring near the co-op. Not particularly easy getting on or off with a fast running
tide. The co-op prawns though were very good and cheap.
We headed for Camden Haven on the 16th and with wind around 5 Kn it was motoring all the way. The highlight of
the day was whales. Lots of them!!! One as close as about 50 m blowing and tail flapping, repeated breaching and
reverse overs 150 m away and many many more.
Laurieton Saturday 19th was forecast to have strong winds, but it started pleasantly enough with sun and a light but
rising breeze. We decided that we would have to replace our radio as although we could hear all radio traffic, Marine
Rescue could not hear us. We were fortunate that there was a local marine store that stocked GME radios at a good
price. I walked the couple of kilometres to the store and back while Bev kept an eye on the boat. I got the new radio
installed with little bother and very happily confirmed that VMR could now hear us clearly.
The wind continued to rise fitfully. It would be a pleasant 10 Kn but then we would get a bullet of 20 Kn. These came
from all directions, despite a prevailing westerly. This played havoc with the boat swing with boat river current and
wind. As the afternoon progressed these bullets continued to build in strength, hitting 25 Kn, 30 Kn, 35 Kn and then
we had one that came through at 64.9 Kn. It was scary. A 50 ft Beneteau was heeled over at 50-60 degrees. A 34 ft
steel Roberts on a mooring was pushed bow down and, on its side, so that I could see prop, rudder and start of the
keel. Bev in the galley held tight and, in the cockpit, so did I. Rascal Too heeled but not too significantly. It did push
the dinghy so that it was standing nearly upright. In the next lull we managed to get the dinghy up onto the davits
where it hung happily. After dragging anchor as the sun set, we re-anchored in the dark, wind and rain. It was a fitful
night sleep with anchor checks every 1hr or so. No further dragging.
We stayed for a few more days in Laurieton waiting for the next acceptable weather window.
We motor sailed to Trial Bay on the Tuesday 22nd in very light SE winds. It was a very restful night there with the
slight breeze keeping us mostly stern to the slight swell. The next day we were off at 6:30 for the 35 Nm trip to Coffs
Harbour. It was mostly overcast and quite cold until after lunch when we got to see the sun at last. During the
morning we got a couple of periods where we could sail, but once we dropped back to 3 Kn boat speed we were
back to motor-sailing. By late morning the wind was down to 2-4 Kn (True) and from the North. Sailing done. We had
a couple of spectacular whale encounters. Less than 100 m from us a relatively small one leapt his/her whole body
out of the water backward, crashing down with a huge splash and then repeated the
action. Spectacular! We also picked up a hitchhiker.
A young tern sat on the bow rail for about 20 minutes. It then flew off and had a bit of a
swim in the now glassy water and then flew back to the boat and settled on the kayak to
preen. It was with us for about an hour.
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We arrived in Coffs about 1:30 pm. Time to refuel. A daunting affair as it is built for big commercial fishing boats. The
deck was about a meter above the deck of Rascal. We managed to tie up without incident. Fuelling though meant
lugging the 6/8cm diameter hose onto the boat and trying to point the large nozzle into the jerry can and then the
fuel tank. Mission accomplished with very little spillage and rubber hose marking on the deck. I thought we were
doing well getting off the wharf with some judicious fending off but I had forgotten the new davits with overhanging
dinghy. Twang, full reverse, all OK. We had very little room to move with the wharf on one side and the breakwall
5m ahead. I again lightly caught the dinghy as we reversed, but finally got off ok.
Our intended brief stay at Coffs became extended. Thursday morning, I noticed a grub screw missing from the prop
shaft seal. Although also secured with clamps I thought it most prudent to replace it. I located a source took an Uber
and I had what I needed ($2.50 for two screws and $16.80 for Uber :-) ).
Friday I took a look at our autohelm, as although it was working prior to leaving Port Stephens it was not now. Hand
helming during the day is OK, but as we planned some night sails, with only one on deck at a time, we really wanted
to get this sorted. Some trouble shooting with the assistance of TMQ, the manufacturer, fixed the initial problem but
the hydraulic pump was still not activating. The TMQ Coffs support person turned out to be on holiday, but I found
an auto-electrician who could help on Monday. The diagnosis was that it was that the hydraulic pump would need
to be removed followed by repair or replacement. However, TMQ advised that their lead time for parts/replacement
was at least 4 weeks so this was not looking good. The auto-electrician identified that there was a standby pump unit
completely plumbed in. The electric cable from the main unit was plugged into the standby and the autohelm
worked! Good to go again.
As planned, we set off for Yamba at around 8:00 pm Wednesday (30th June). The forecast was not great; showers,
wind less than 10 Kn and that coming right on the nose. A late decision was therefore made not to even raise the
mainsail, probably the wrong choice. The swell was still at 2 m but talking to Yamba/Iluka Marine Rescue the day
before they reported that the entrance was looking quiet. It was a very bumpy ride with wind squalls to 25 kn ahead
of rain showers all night. About an hour off Yamba Marine rescue advised that the entrance was not too bad and
should get better as the tide rose.
Shortly after this, there was a massive bang from below. The companionway stairs had ripped the hinge from the
bulkhead and was lying on the cabin floor. Bev was effectively stuck below and me on deck. I figured that we could
just leave it there and fix it once in calm water. I would just have to get Bev on deck before entering the Clarence.
Unfortunately on reaching the entrance, Marine Rescue’s prediction was proven wrong and waves were breaking
each side of the entrance with a narrow gap of very steep swells across the rest. With a foot on the sink, then onto
the bench over the fridge and a heave from me above, Bev managed to get on deck to observe and discuss our
situation. Two large power boats had also arrived. One was a 60ft Princess that was in the marina at Coffs. They took
a close look and then went back out to sea. That pretty much sealed it for us. If they with their hundreds of
horsepower were not comfortable getting in then we certainly were not going to risk it. (I later heard that they
entered getting airborne twice and reportedly a most terrifying experience.) After being at sea for a pretty rough 14
hours we now had to face the journey back to Coffs. Our alternative to continue to the Gold Coast was not possible
as you need to submit admission to QLD applications 3 days prior to entry. (Expletives here!)
We turned around and Bev took the helm to see if I could do anything with the stairs. The existing screws would not
hold. I found about 8 screws that would fit the hinge holes and wrestled the 30 Kg stairs into place and got them
fixed while swells continued to bash us about. At least we now had access to food and drink for the journey.
The trip back to Coffs was better in that the rain squalls were now very infrequent, the swells were coming mostly
from our aft quarter, and the East Australian Current was running with us. I now regretted not having put up the
main as although the wind was still light it probably would have helped stabilise the boat. Whereas it had taken over
13 hours to get to Yamba we made it back to Coffs in just over 10 hours. ie. We left the harbour at 8:30 pm and
returned at 8:30 pm, 24 hours at sea. Not wanting to tackle a marina in our tired condition we picked up a public
mooring. Some rum, some food - chips, sandwich and tim tams, and the world was a much nicer place. The not
moderate swell did not keep us awake.
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The nicest thing was that two people had been following our progress on AIS. Chris Bebb, from Jia, sent me a text
asking if we and the boat were alright and we that must have had a good sail back. I had to admit that we weren't
sailing unfortunately. The other followers are a couple on board a junked rigged boat called Saoirse (pronounced
Shirshe) who we had seen in Port Stephens and met up with in Laurieton and again here in Coffs. They called as we
came in and were offering to help us into a marina berth. As we had picked up a public mooring we very kindly
declined their offer but welcomed their assistance the next day.
With an extended layover, we visited the good growers market on Sunday last week, dinner at a restaurant and the
National Cartoon Gallery which was featuring a Manga exhibition (not so interesting) but also a major exhibition of
Bill Leak, the Australian newspaper cartoonist.

The journey continues but enough (probably way too much)
for now. If you are interested you can read more at
https://www.sailblogs.com/member/rascaltoo

PSYC 50th Anniversary 1st September 2021
We are planning to create a booklet detailing the history of the Port Stephens Yacht Club, and would like to
hear from anyone who can assist with research, collating and ultimately creating the booklet. We do have
some information already but need help interviewing some ‘old timers’ who may have memories and
anecdotes from the earliest days, and hopefully photos to go along with them. To begin with, who can
identify the canon in the photo above, where the photo might have been taken and when? Please contact
Robin Foley on robinluxor@gmail.com if you are willing to assist in any way.
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A Short History
of
Port Stephens Yacht Squadron
(re-typed from the original faded document 27th July 2021 by Dianne Kirby)

1966
The idea first germinated when Max Berman brought it forward when at his house at 39 Sinclair Street East
Maitland, sitting before a fire chatting with Gordon Burgess. Both had boats in the Soldiers Point West Beach
moorings. There had been some talk in official circles of a bridge across to Middle Island and the North Shore so we
thought it would be an advantage to form a Yacht Club so that boat owners would have a collective voice to stop any
low-level bridge across and make it difficult to get through with our masts. We drew up the rough draft of a club and
each put in some money to cover costs of stationery.
Meantime, there was another group in the Bay forming a dinghy club. We thought there was not enough boats in
the bay to stand two clubs at this stage as we wrote to them and ultimately joined the Port Stephens Amateur Sailing
Club. The club was really for dinghy’s, Gordon Burgess and ourselves (Edna and Max Berman) were the only yachts.
But the club was open to anyone and we found that the non-sailors were running the club not to the satisfaction of
the sailors, so after a couple of seasons we pulled out and went back to our original intention of a yacht club for
keelers.

1971
On a trip to the Myall Lakes in the Christmas period the Berman’s, Gordan Burgess and Emily & Heinz Bremberger sat
in the cockpit of “NAARI” and Max brought up the idea of the Yacht Club and this time we really meant to make it a
reality (by this time the dinghy club had folded).
Max contacted some other boat owners (yachts) and called a meeting at his home in East Maitland, with the
intention of officially forming a yacht club. Those present were:
Max & Edna Berman “Naari” Gordon Burgess “Morning Light”
Emily & Heinz Bremberger “ Pi….A” Tony Ward “STORMBIRD”
John Clayden (Visitor) Hank & Raye Hayden
With apologies from Frank & Elaine Argaet.
We roughed out a constitution, started a minute book and cash book the following Monday we opened a bank a/c
with the Commonwealth Bank Nelson Bay.
The committee was voted in and we each paid a membership of $1 a head. Those on committee were:
Commodore Max Berman

Secretary

Treasurer

Publicity

Emily Bremberger

Hank Hayden
Edna Berman

The club was to be called the Soldiers Point Yacht Club, as most of our boats were moored at the Point. We went
around the boat owners and soon had quite a list which increased rapidly as more and more boats came to the bay.
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Some of the very early members were: Frank & Elaine Argaet

Satu

Max & Edna Berman

Naari

Ros Edwards & Ron

Defiance

Norm Summers

Riptide

Bruce Vickery

Tern

Ern Boulton

TARNE

Ross & Olive Sheldon

Jelly Bean

Alma & Harry McNaughton
Others I have forgotten, they will be in the minutes or the early copies of “Quadrant”.
We had our meetings in various places, member’s homes, parks. The we arranged a competition to choose the
design for the club burgee by popular vote. The design by Frank Argaet was chosen. It is the one we have now, a
black cannon on an orange ground. The cannon is symbolic of the history of Soldiers Point, where, in 1824 a troop of
soldiers was stationed at Soldiers Point to arrest the convicts who escaped from Tahlee, the A.A.Co”s station on the
North Shore. The overseer at Tahlee fired a cannon to alert the soldiers, who picked up the convicts as they swam
ashore.

1973
By this time the club had 40 odd boats and a relatively healthy bank balance, Edna Berman suggested we have a
magazine to keep members au fait with club doings as we had no clubhouse and some members lived out of the bay.
The members appointed Edna as the Editor which job she did for thirteen years. Once again a competition was run
to choose a name for the magazine. Ern Boulton’s name “Quadrant” was chosen as the magazine was to be
quarterly. The first issue of four pages came out in November 1973.
Some of our cruising members wanted to change the name of the club to the Port Stephens Yacht Club because
beyond the Bay not many people knew where Soldiers Point was and there is another Soldiers Point in Sydney area.
Meantime a man from Sydney had come into the Bay and started up another dinghy club. Just as we were about to
register our club name as the Port Stephens Yacht Club, they changed their name also and registered the name Port
Stephens Yacht club just before us, a matter of days. So we then changed out name to The Port Stephens Yacht
Squadron.
Now we had well over 40 boats on our register and started negotiations with the Port Stephens Council for some
land at the Point for building a clubhouse, but came up against a lot of opposition. It was a long hard fight, but
ultimately we got the lease. One Shireman (he is no longer in council) was heard to remark ‘oh let them have it, they
will never manage to get a building on it.’
Those early members worked so hard. The land was surveyed, the lease signed and work begun. The building
gradually took shape. It was all voluntary labour of members. Those who were not tradesmen worked as labourers,
even the women carried bricks, shovelled soil and made teas. It was a great concerted effort, and to the
astonishment of the populace, and not the least the council, the clubhouse arose out of the much sweat and tears
and numerous set-backs, to what you see today.
And I would remind the male members, who have come into the club of late years, that if it had not been for the
tenacity and dedication of the women members in their efforts to see the clubhouse a reality, it would have taken
many more years if we ever had a clubhouse at all.

Note: Author of this history unknown!
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Port Stephens Yacht Club - Board Members

Commodore

Michael Kirby

commodore@psyc.com.au

0423 792 829

Vice Commodore

Rick Pacey

vice.commodore@psyc.com.au

0417 544 230

Rear Commodore

David Simm

rear.commodore@psyc.com.au

0412 682 167

Club Captain

Ross (Rossco)
MacDonald

club.captain@psyc.com.au

0438 288 684

Honorary Treasurer

Ann Evans

treasurer@psyc.com.au

0438 295 246

Secretary

Penny Meakins

secretary@psyc.com.au

0416 357 357

Director

VACANT

Director

Peta Oliver

director1@psyc.com.au

0435 206 650

Director

Steve Plante

director2@psyc.com.au

0477 417 968

Other Committee Contacts
Newsletter Editor

John Grainger

gringojg@virtual.net.au

0429 842 476

SheSails Representative

Cherylle Stone

cheryllest@bigpond.com

0407 984 113

SheSails Representative

Deb Wellwood

deb.wellwood@outlook.com

0400 193 461

CLUB SPONSORS
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